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Diabetes Types and Treatments
by Michelle Matte

Be In the Know
Diabetes is a growing epidemic of global proportions that parallels the
obesity crisis. While a small number of cases are genetic, the vast majority are brought on by physical inactivity and poor nutritional choices.
Fitness professionals can help clients manage and reverse diabetes
through regular exercise and improved nutrition.

Resources
As a fitness professional, the more you understand about your clients’ health, the better qualified you will be to provide appropriate interventions. To learn more about the roles exercise and
nutrition play in preventing and reversing disease, consider enrolling in a W.I.T.S. online course.
Many of our courses count toward the continuing education requirements for your certifications.
Nutritional Concepts, Exercise Program Design for Special Populations, and Certified Personal
Trainer are all courses that will enhance your understanding of Diabetes and other metabolic
disorders.
References and Credits
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: National Diabetes Statistic Report 2014
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A Business Flyer to Market Yourself!
Courtesy of W.I.T.S. Contact us if you
like this version. We will email you
a copy to use.
Special Note:
This is a generic article that W.I.T.S. trainers can use to customize
for their clients or prospective clients. Just add your logo at the
bottom with your contact info. Email us for the original copy flyer
to use. As always we are here for your business needs too.

Trainer Name
Point of Contact
Email Address

YOUR LOGO
GOES HERE

Get MORE business tips and get your renewal fee waived
with this W.I.T.S. bundle TODAY!

Digital Badge Update:
Get More of Everything!
Ever wonder how the digital badge can get you more business? It is an encrypted code. Click on the front of the logo
and it drives prospects and employers immediately to your
secured back end course accomplishments. It is one thing to
have a wall mounted certificate from W.I.T.S. or a wallet size
card but how does the public select or qualify you as the expert? Today’s modern day industries, like health occupations,
are offering the digital badge to validate you as the best and
the brightest to hire. W.I.T.S. is the first in the fitness industry
to offer this new technology.

The W.I.T.S. Competitive
Advantage!
All of your W.I.T.S. programs now carry this FREE feature just
for ordering an online course.

The online W.I.T.S. course you bought earlier this year counts or buy one
now for CEC’s to renew for as little as $59.95!

Add your national certifications from W.I.T.S. to your E resume, LINKED IN account, company website,
Facebook and more. Check out the classy look and information below to see how it separates you from
the competition. OPEN up the world of social media as your marketing tool for new business.
This competitive advantage is brought to you by W.I.T.S.

“Play 60”: Activity Initiative
for Kids:
by Michelle Matte

Get’em Moving!
In an age of busy working parents, results-driven school
agendas and easily accessible technology, children often
go for days each week with little physical activity. Add fast
processed food, large portion sizes and lack of fresh produce
to the mix, and we have a recipe for obesity and poor health
in our children’s generation, and in generations to come.
It is up to adults to provide opportunities for physical activity
and improved nutrition if we are to reverse this unhealthy
epidemic.
Moderate to Vigorous
The American Heart Association has teamed up with the National Football League to create the PLAY
60 Challenge. The program aims to encourage children to get 60 minutes or more of moderate to vigorous physical activity daily, as recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Moderate activities should elevate the heart rate and engage large muscles throughout the body. Vigorous
activities should be challenging, and should include running, jumping and other vigorous movements
that raise the heart rate and elevate core body temperature. Children should engage in vigorous activity
on at least three days per week, according to the CDC.
Strong Muscles
Included in the CDCs recommendations are three hours of muscle building activity per week. Strong
muscles promote good posture, elevate basal metabolism and prevent injury to joints. Muscle building
activities can include resistance training, but weight training is not the only option. The use of playground equipment to climb, swing and hang can promote functional muscle strength. Body weight exercises like push-ups and pull-ups can strengthen the upper body and core muscles. Jumping, climbing
and cycling can build strong leg muscles.
Healthy Bones
The CDC suggests at least three hours per week of bone strengthening activity for children. Bones
become stronger when subjected to weight-bearing activities. Exercises that strengthen muscles also
impact bone strength. Running and jumping contribute to strong bones in the legs, pelvis and spine.
Climbing, striking, catching and throwing activities strengthen muscles and bones in the trunk and
arms. By providing opportunities and safe environments for active play, we can reverse the trend of
childhood obesity that plagues our children and threatens the health of future generations.

Resources
W.I.T.S. is on a mission to train leaders who are equipped to face the health challenges of today and tomorrow. As fitness professionals,
we may be the ultimate solution to a plethora of health and wellness problems facing future generations. You can begin by honing your
professional skills and knowledge through education. W.I.T.S. offers a number of courses that will give you the tools to tackle the tough
issues. Check out the Youth Fitness Certification, Certified Personal Trainer and Lifestyle Fitness Coaching courses today. Bundle them
as a subscription, and get them all for the price of one!
References and Credits
American Heart Association: NFL PLAY 60 Challenge
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Youth Physical Activity Guidelines Toolkit
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Combating Child Obesity with
Creative Play
by Michelle Matte

Whatever Happened to Playtime?
Unrestricted creative play is a natural and important behavior
for children. Even in the animal kingdom, playing is a natural way for young creatures to learn about their world. The
American Academy of Pediatrics notes that “play is essential
to the social, emotional, cognitive, and physical well-being of
children.” Play helps children learn how to interact with others,
teaching them to cooperate, negotiate and overcome challenges. Play also fosters creativity as children engage their imaginations both individually and collaboratively. But engaging in
creative play is becoming less common in children, and it may
be contributing to our childhood obesity epidemic.
Creative Play versus Sports and PE
Rather than releasing children to play on their own or with friends and siblings, many parents and caregivers look to organized sports and physical education classes to meet physical activity needs. While
such programs may provide opportunities for physical activity, not all children enjoy them. Rather than
fostering a love for physical activity, the emphasis on competitive performance and the rigid structure
of organized programs can leave some children feeling excluded, inferior and turned off. Creative play,
on the other hand, allows children to express themselves in a physical and interactive way that is unrestricted by rules and regulations.
Obstacles to Creative Play
Many changes have occurred over recent decades that have reduced opportunities for creative play.
Single-parent homes, parents working long hours and concerns for safety have led to increased supervision of children by adults. A barrage of media has heightened our awareness of the dangers that
might befall unsupervised children. Access to technology plays an important role in childhood obesity,
according to “Psychology Today.” Even very young children are clocking several hours a day in front of
some sort of screen, whether it be televisions, computers, phones or tablets. Children of parents who
put in a lot of screen time are more likely to mirror that behavior. A recent study published in the “Journal of Public Health” found a strong correlation between screen time and the likelihood of metabolic
syndrome among teenagers.
Providing Safe Play Opportunities
Because children are often not empowered to make decisions about their daily activities, it is up to
adults to provide opportunities for creative and vigorous play, preferably outdoors. Parks and playgrounds can provide open play spaces that allow for adult supervision from a distance. When parents
actively engage in play with their children, it creates a strong emotional bond that fosters healthy family
relationships. Limiting screen time and encouraging physical activity should be a priority for parents
who want to raise healthy and well-adjusted children. Sedentary lifestyle behaviors in childhood inevitably lead to poor health and obesity during adulthood.

Resources
W.I.T.S. is on a mission to train leaders who are equipped to face the health challenges of today and tomorrow. As fitness professionals,
we may be the ultimate solution to a plethora of health and wellness problems facing future generations. You can begin by honing your
professional skills and knowledge through education. W.I.T.S. offers a number of courses that will give you the tools to tackle the tough
issues. Check out the Youth Fitness Certification, Certified Personal Trainer and Lifestyle Fitness Coaching courses today. Bundle them
as a subscription, and get them all for the price of one!
References and Credits
American Academy of Pediatrics: The Importance of Play in Promoting Healthy Child Development and Maintaining Strong Parent-Child
Bond: Focus on Children in Poverty
PTO Today: Combating Childhood Obesity With Physical Play Opportunities
Psychology Today: An Overlooked Factor in the Childhood Obesity Epidemic
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W.I.T.S. and Medical Fitness
Network Partner Up
Two LIstings for One Low Price!
WITS’s partner Medical Fitness Network helps
improve the quality of life for those with chronic
medical conditions or who need pre or postnatal care
by connecting them to the most qualified fitness &
healthcare professionals.
As a WITS certified older adult trainer or lifestyle
fitness coach, your specialty certification is valuable,
especially to the millions of baby boomers who are
seeking help with active aging. MFN has partnered
with the Arthritis Foundation and is offering WITS
trainers 50% off first year membership where you
get listed on the Medical Fitness Network AND the
Arthritis Foundation’s new Resource Finder. Two
great listings for one low price!

Prepare Your Personal Training
Business for the Busiest Time
of Year
As the end of the year quickly approaches, it’s a
good time to ensure you are prepared for the influx
of new clients you’ll see as everyone prepares for
their New Year’s resolutions and plans to take off the
additional inches around their waistlines, thanks to
the holiday season.
As a personal trainer, preparing for the holiday season is unlike most industries. Many companies are
winding down, taking time off, and gliding through
the end of the year, but in our industry, this is when
we ramp up. We know clients will be ready to hit the
gym and buy training sessions the closer we get to
January 1st.
You will also want to cover your bases when it comes to operational business. Make sure your professional fitness certification is up-to-date, check your personal trainer insurance policy, and confirm that
the space you’ll be practicing in is ready to handle the business.
We suggest taking this time to review your personal trainer insurance policy to check the coverage.
Do you know what is listed in your coverage and what isn’t? Are you covered for neglect in the event of
a lawsuit, and do you have the right defense costs built in? These are just a couple of good questions
to ask your insurance provider.
Reviewing your legal documents is another important step to take before you become overwhelmed
with all of the new signups. Make sure your waivers are up-to-date and that the information you collect
from clients is sufficient to help you protect yourself headed into the New Year.
When reviewing your documents, you can reference Attorney David Herbert’s advice on having the
correct paperwork when signing new clients.
January’s New Year resolutions will be here before you know it, and you want to be prepared when they
are. Take this down time to get your businesses operations in order, resting assured that you’re ready
to take on a new year with peace of mind.
Get an instant quote for personal trainer insurance with our trusted partner CPH and Associates. It’s
one easy step that can help protect your career!

The Intake Process for Fitness
Clients: Signing Up Clients for
Service
by David L. Herbert, Attorney at Law

November 2015 Bulletin
The intake process for fitness clients begins when
prospective clients come into a fitness facility seeking fitness service and advice. Often, such contacts
may come as a result of advertising, other marketing
efforts or even personal referrals. Once a determination is made that such prospects will become clients,
paperwork is typically executed providing a framework for the provision of various services or for the
granting of membership rights pursuant to defined
contractual provisions.
During this intake process, release and waiver documents are frequently used by fitness facilities and
professionals to provide a first line of defense from client claims and suits which might arise out of
fitness activities. Releases/waivers of liability are contractual documents by which those individuals
executing them give up and relinquish their right to sue if those individuals are injured or die as a result of defined activities carried out by or with the person(s) to be released. In those minority of states
which don’t recognize prospectively executed releases or waivers of liability, express assumption of risk
documents are sometimes used to demonstrate client knowledge of the risks associated with personal
training and other fitness activities and to evidence their agreement to assume those risks.
Release/waiver of liability documents are generally recognized by most state and federal courts applying state law if properly written and administered. In the vast majority of states, these documents have
particular legal effect and significance in the event a fitness client is injured during fitness activity and
files a claim or pursues a personal injury lawsuit. Consequently, the drafting of these documents needs
to be entrusted to legal counsel familiar not only with the law applicable in the jurisdiction where the
fitness professional conducts business but the fitness industry as well.
Too often many facilities and fitness professionals attempt to develop these documents themselves and
either leave out important clauses, use the wrong wording or inadequate language or engage in any
one of a number of other potential defects in the execution process for such documents. Such deficiencies can result in releases being declared invalid or inapplicable in a given case. Consider the following
cases from a number of different jurisdictions to appreciate what can go wrong in this regard.
In a recent 2015 case from Pennsylvania,[i] a Gold’s Gym guest brought suit against the facility for
personal injuries sustained while the plaintiff was using a piece of exercise equipment in the defendant’s facility. In response to the suit, the defendant filed a motion for summary judgment based upon
the plaintiff’s execution of various documents including a Guest Courtesy Card, a Membership Agreement containing a waiver of liability provision and a Personal Training Agreement. While the trial court
granted the defendant’s summary judgment motion based upon the release provision contained within
the document, the appellate court reversed that ruling. In doing so, the appellate court described the
membership agreement as follows:
The Gold’s Gym membership agreement is printed on a single, two-sided page in a carbon copy packet. The only signature line is located at the bottom of the front side at 1.4. The first line in the paragraph
above the signature line provides, “do not sign this agreement until you have read both sides. The
terms on each side of this form are a part of this agreement.” This instruction is not set off from the rest
of the paragraph and is not in bold typeface, capital letters, or larger font, even though other terms,
such as the “buyer’s right to cancel,” appear in bold and capital letters.
On the reverse side of the agreement are 13 additional terms printed in light gray ink on pink carbon
paper. All of these terms are single-spaced and printed in the same font size. The “Waiver of Liability;
Assumption of Risk” clause at issue in this case is the 12th term, located approximately three-quarters
of the way down the page, and is not differentiated in any manner from the surrounding paragraphs.
The following issues were raised on the appeal:
1. Whether the guest card signed by the Appellant covering the six-day trial period had expired before
the Appellant’s injury occurred?
2. Whether the waiver on the back page of the membership agreement signed by the Appellant is valid
and enforceable?
3. Whether the waiver encompasses reckless conduct?
In reference to the release, the appellate court noted the following:
The reverse side of the agreement does not have any space for a signature or for initials where a
signatory may acknowledge the additional terms. Neither does the front side of the agreement require
separate confirmation that the signatory has read and accepted the additional terms on the reverse side
Furthermore, it is undisputed that Appellant did not read the waiver of liability language on the reverse
side of the agreement, and that no employee of Gold’s Gym verbally informed her that the terms of the
agreement included an exculpatory clause.
The appellate court also noted:
We conclude as a matter of law that the exculpatory clause in the Gold’s Gym membership agreement
is unenforceable because it is not sufficiently conspicuous. As noted above, the exculpatory clause is
printed on the reverse side of the one-page document. The exculpatory clause is not in immediate proximity to the signature line, as the signature line is on the front side of the document. Additionally, the
font size of the exculpatory clause is not distinct from the other 12 terms on the reverse side, nor is the
font size of the sentence advising Appellant to read both sides of the agreement distinct from the surrounding text. This is in contrast, for example, to the font in the paragraph explaining the “Buyers Right
to Cancel” on the front side. Rather, the exculpatory clause is printed in light gray ink on pink carbon
paper and is difficult to read. Further, it is undisputed that Appellant did not read the language of the
membership agreement, and the language of the agreement itself is not so conspicuous as to, without
more, put the user on notice of the exculpatory clause. Notably, the sentence advising Appellant to read
both sides of the agreement does not contain a description of the additional terms or an indication of
their potential significance. Therefore, we conclude the exculpatory clause in this case is unenforceable
as a matter of law
Thus the appellate court reversed the trial court’s ruling and returned the case to the lower court for
further proceedings. Based upon the ruling in this case, fitness professionals would be well advised to
make sure release provisions are legible and conspicuous and that the provisions thereof are read and
acknowledged by those signing such documents. While witness and notary provisions would not seem
to be absolutely necessary to insure the validity of these agreements, signatures should be on the
same page where the release/waiver is located to enhance the enforceability of the document.
In another recent case from California[ii] which we mentioned in a previous article in this column but as
to another issue, an injured plaintiff filed suit against 24 Hour Fitness for personal injuries she suffered
in a treadmill related incident. The defendant asserted that the plaintiff’s claims were barred by an executed release. The plaintiff could not read or speak English but the contract documents, including the
release written in English, were allegedly communicated to her in some gesturing manner by a facility
employee who did not speak the plaintiff’s language. The plaintiff contended that the defendant’s membership manager misled and defrauded her into signing the document which she did not understand.
While the trial court granted the defendant’s summary judgment motion based upon the release, the
plaintiff appealed. The Court of Appeals reversed the trial court’s ruling. The appeals court determined
the plaintiff’s claims of misrepresentation related to the release execution process would have to be
determined by a jury.
In yet another case filed in Wisconsin,[iii] a facility user was injured on a weight bench when it allegedly
failed. He brought suit and claimed negligence. The client moved for summary judgment based upon
a release which the plaintiff had previously signed. The trial court granted the motion and the plaintiff
appealed. The appellate court noted that the release was impermissibly overbroad and too all-encompassing since it attempted to go beyond mere negligence claims. Consequently, the appellate court
ruled that the release was against public policy and could not be enforced.
Based upon the rulings in just these three cases from separate jurisdictions, fitness professionals
should note that there are often strenuous legal requirements associated with the drafting and administration of prospectively executed written release documents. The services of a competent lawyer familiar with not only the law in the jurisdiction where the fitness services are offered but the fitness industry
as well, should greatly assist fitness professionals in dealing with the process in efforts to reduce claims
and suits. The language used in such documents and the administration process followed to secure
client signatures on these documents should be thorough and complete so that executed releases will
provide the desired protection to fitness facilities and personnel.
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